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The progression of RIT in a Reading skill area might be viewed both in the context of the item complexity (DOK) and the
asset/passage difficulty (Lexile, qualitative text complexity, etc.). It is the combination of these two different factors that
shapes and builds the progression of a skill. Studying them both helps us trace and understand RIT progression.
NWEA’s new common stimulus passages are developed using a combination of text complexity measures to generate a
readability range or level. The difficulty, complexity, and targeted grade level of each reading item passage is gauged
with quantitative readability scores like Lexile, as well as qualitative evaluations related to factors like knowledge
demand, language conventionality, and text cohesion and clarity. The items that accompany the common stimulus may
range in complexity (DOK 1-3) depending on the standard that is being assessed. Sometimes RIT may increase due to
the cognitive complexity of the item; sometimes the difficulty of the text increases the RIT of what may appear to be a
fairly literal, straightforward item. Both passage complexity (difficulty) and item cognitive complexity make up the full
picture of a skill progression.
Informational Text: Key Ideas and Details
This first set of examples illustrates how items in the informational text goal area might progress. The items cluster around the main
ideas and details goal area and highlight standards like:
CCSS RI.1 Read closely to determine what the text says explicitly and to make logical inferences from it; cite specific textual
evidence when writing or speaking to support conclusions drawn from the text.
CCSS. RI. 2. Determine central ideas or themes of a text and analyze their development; summarize the key supporting
details
and ideas.

At lower RIT levels, the items here ask the student to navigate a straightforward text and show comprehension of
explicitly stated information.
[10052650; RIT 195; RI.3.1; Key-C]
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[Item 10224950; RIT 191; RI.2.1: Key D]

Items that begin to ask the student to make logical inferences show the upward trend of RIT. This is an example of just
one item presented in a common stimulus format.
[Item 10157250; Temp RIT 200; Example of an RI.3.1 item within a passage set; Key D]
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[Item 836862; RI.1; RIT 212; Key B]

Items at the higher RITs will ask students to compare texts or synthesize information across texts. Inferences and
conclusions may depend on the comparative relationships. Items which ask the student to recognize or provide textual
citations which support inferences also become more prevalent as RITs increase.
[Item 10190330; RI.2; RIT 225; Key D ]
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Literary Text: Craft and Structure
This set of items illustrates a progression within in the Literary Text goal area focusing on craft and structure.
RL.4 Interpret words and phrases as they are used in a text, including determining technical,
connotative, and figurative meanings, and analyze how specific word choices shape meaning or tone.
Here, we can see a progression of both text complexity and of cognitive complexity of item design. Items in the lower
RIT ask students for simple understanding and interpretation of literary texts. This poem provides the ability to engage
and understand at a literal level, as well as providing appropriate poetic characteristics for the development level.
[10211480; RL.4; RIT 173; Key A]
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As the RIT increases, students engage in more sophisticated texts and are asked to not only understand or identify
literary qualities, but interpret them.
[Item 10181800; RIT 208; L.6.5.a; RL.4; Key B]

Students at higher RITS will also be asked to analyze the literary qualities and then make judgments about the author’s
intent or to make inferences about the effect of an author’s choice. They may be asked to apply their understanding at
one point of a text to draw conclusions about the whole text or provide text support to support their logic.
[Item 10181770; L.5.*.a; RL.4; RIT 226; Key D]
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